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	Born in NYC and based in Louisville, KY, Looking for Lilith is an ensemble theatre company that creates productions and programming through re-examining history and questioning today from women’s perspectives.
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			INFO & REGISTRATION		
	







	Grades K-2 participate in story drama, exploring characters and environments of folk tales and other children’s stories from around the world.

Grades 3-5 learn the basics of improvisation, creating a character, and working with scene partners.

Grades 6-8 use devising and collaborative playwriting activities to create an original play based on a topic of the group's choosing. 
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	Bring Looking for Lilith to your classroom!

Let's start a conversation.

Jennifer Thalman Kepler

Co-Artistic Director

502.638.2559

jennifer@lookingforlilith.org
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	From Bardstown to Broadway:

The Road to Votes for Women

A series celebrating events, stories, and voices

from the women’s suffrage movement in Louisville, KY.









	








	All 8 episodes available on YouTube!





















	LFL is the proud recipient of the

Kentucky Foundation for Women

2022 Sallie Bingham Award!

"Looking for Lilith Theatre Company (LFL) is being honored for their ongoing work and dedication to illuminating the untold stories of women’s history through collaborative theatre making."

Named for KFW’s founder, the Sallie Bingham Award recognizes Kentucky women who are leaders in changing the lives of women and girls across the state by supporting feminist expression in the arts.
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	Already shopping?

When you designate Looking for Lilith as your non-profit of choice, we receive a percentage of the cost of your purchase.

You shop. LFL benefits.

Now that's a deal!
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	Your donation, in any amount, will help support our mission!
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	The Kentucky Arts Council, the state arts agency, provides operating support to Looking For Lilith Theatre Company with state tax dollars and federal funding from the National Endowment for the Arts.

The Ancestors Project is supported in part by the National Endowment for the Arts. To find out more about how National Endowment for the Arts grants impact individuals and communities, visit www.arts.gov.
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